
Frequently Asked Questions 

•How do I reserve your services for my wedding? 
We require a signed contract and a non refundable retainer to reserve your 

wedding date. 

•What types of payment do you accept? 
We accept cash payments, checks, ApplePay, Venmo, and all major credit 

cards. 

•What is your shooting style? 
Our style of shooting is more documentary. Amanda and I don’t do a lot of 

posed things. We like to film things as they are actually happening. 

•What is your editing style? 
Our editing style is more cinematic. 

•Do you only offer wedding video services? 
Jeremy Scott Films offers many different types of video services. We are 

always open to trying new things. 

•Do you do gender reveal videos? 
Yes we do. 

•Do you do engagement videos? 
Yes we do.

•Do you license the music used in your trailers & highlight films? 
Yes we license the music used in our trailers and highlight films. 

•Why do you use licensed music? 
We must license the music in our trailers and highlight films due to 

copyright law. If music isn’t licensed then trailers and highlight films can 
muted or removed from online platforms. 



•Can I choose the music for my trailer and highlight film? 
Yes you can choose your own music from the websites we license from. 

•Do you offer drone work? 
Yes we do. 

•Is drone work an additional cost? 
Drone work is not an additional cost. We do however need enough time in 

the schedule to get drone footage. 

•Can you guarantee drone work? 
No we can not guarantee drone work. Drone work is dependent on good 

weather conditions, time in your schedule, and FAA restrictions. 

•Do you shoot 4K? 
Yes we do. 

•What is included in a Special Events/Reception Edit?
A Special Events/Reception Edit includes all speeches/toasts, parent 

dances, first dance, cake cutting, bridal party entrances into the reception, 
bouquet toss, garter toss, first looks with parent, first look with couple, letter 

exchange, and gift exchange edited in full. The Special Events that are 
included may vary depending on what traditions the couple includes in their 

day. 


